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Product Development Strategy
Product Innovation
Many organisations lack a clearly articulated and wellcommunicated product innovation and technology strategy. Such
a strategy is essential and is strongly linked to positive
performance in product innovation.
Begin with goals and objectives
• A comprehensive product innovation strategy must
include, among other elements, clearly defined objectives
and defined strategic areas of focus and a clear
understanding of how these product innovation objectives
tie into the broader business goals.
Define areas of focus for product development efforts
• This must address where you want to approach the market. What are the niche sectors that
you intend to focus on? What is going to deliver your key USP’s?
Develop ‘Attack’ and ‘Early Entry’ strategies
• This must address how you’re going to approach the market. Whether your products are truly
innovative, with little or no competition, or ‘fast followers’ entering a competitive market. Each
will require a different approach.
Make good deployment decisions: budget commitments, resource commitments, identify priorities
• Real product innovation must deal with budgetary spend. Both on product development and
resource commitment. How much and for how long?
• Where do your priorities lie?
Develop the Strategic Product Roadmap
• How are you going to get to where you want to go?
• Key Objectives
• Timescales

Quick Wins Strategy
To deliver ‘Quick Wins’ will necessitate identifying 2 or 3 prospective
customers who you are already talking to and then focus on their
specific need that could be potentially fulfilled with a ‘short term’
resolution that the business has the ability (in terms of time and
resource) to implement and deliver.
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Ideally such ‘Quick Win’ prospects would also identify a particular product / service that could then be
developed into a longer term marketable solution for other customers.
‘Quick Wins’ are important for the reasons already stated, but they can also often help to define a
longer-term product strategy.

Product Assessment & Evaluation
To ensure you are competitive, you have to deliver the right products or services at the right cost into
the niche market sectors you have already identified, with strong USP’s and with strong marketing and
sales support.
To stay competitive however, you will need to keep your offer fresh - that means keeping up with
trends in your market, utilising emerging technology and continual refinements to your products and
services.
Product Marketing
Whilst it is likely that the majority of your customers will be where your principal knowledge base lies,
this should not inhibit you from targeting other areas across other business sectors.
Market research becomes a factor here to find out who your prospective customers could be in these
other sectors, what they might need (and in particular what they can’t find anywhere else). More
importantly will they spend money to acquire such a solution, and then it’s for your business to design
and develop a product and/or service that will suit their requirements.
The reality is that whilst your business has its current concepts, it’s now about moulding these into
marketable products and services, with the right skills and technological resources. Remember that
the basic principles still apply - good product marketing looks for ways to adapt and promote products
to match both existing and future customer requirements.
Product features, functionality, design and quality can all be tailored to the needs of your target
market. So too can your image and the customer service that you provide.
Product positioning
Simply meeting customer needs is not enough - you also need to make
sure they select you ahead of your competitors.
You will need to focus on your people and your credibility as equally as
features & functionality, quality, benefits, savings, reliability and
customer service to position your products and services as a premium
offering that's ahead of the competition.
Customising products and services for individual customers will also make you appear unique.
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A tight focus on the different customer segments that you're targeting can help identify opportunities
that you can differentiate effectively. Products targeted in this way can give you competitive
advantage, even if the product itself has few specific features.
New product development
To keep up with your customers - and your competitors - you will need to ensure that you continue to
assess new products and services. This will allow you to leverage your existing customers with added
value ‘on sales’, build customer relationships and maintain credibility.
Equally, it you’re aiming to be the first to market with certain new products and services, then you'll
need to invest heavily in innovation. This is a higher-cost, higher-risk strategy, but the payoff can be
significantly greater.
Being second to market is the best strategy if you have fewer resources. Costs and risks are lower, and
you would need to focus more on differentiation (rather than innovation) in order to tap into a growing
market.
Ideally you should aim for a product / service mix that fits your overall marketing strategy. If you
typically sell ‘one off’ products which customers purchase only once, then you need to think about
additional products or services that ‘add value’ to the overall mix and would ensure that you can
attract existing customers (as well as new customers) to purchase these additional products or
services.
The principle areas of product development can be defined as follows:
• Product development process
• Organisation
• Idea generation
• Business analysis
• Qualitative refinement and quantification
• Development & testing
• Market testing
• Business plan preparation
• Full scale marketing
There are three key factors for effective product development, together
with their ‘success factors’…
1. A high-quality process for the introduction of new products
a. Emphasis on the up-front predevelopment work
b. Building in what your prospective customers are telling
you
c. Comprehensive and crystal clear early product ‘features & functionality’ definition
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d. Decisive ‘Go / No Go’ decision milestones where projects/products will be ‘killed off’
for the right reasons – before excessive time, effort and cost has been expended
e. Quality of execution throughout the process
2. A clear and well communicated strategy endorsed by the business
a. Clearly stated goals and objectives
b. Forecast sales and profit projections
c. Areas of strategic focus (products / markets / technologies) that endorse new product
efforts
d. The role of new products in helping to achieve your business goals and overall product
strategy – is communicated to all who need to know
3. Adequate resources to execute the strategy
a. The necessary resources – staff / funding / marketing / technical – have been
earmarked in order to achieve new product objectives for the business
b. Budgets for the above are judged to be sufficient
c. The necessary people are in place and can commit to new product development
Initial Reviews
The initial stage of any product assessment strategy would be to undertake an initial review of all the
projects that staff within the business have been working on over recent months, as this will begin the
process of identifying where opportunities may exist that then need to be ‘drilled’ into further to
assess where and how a product or service could be developed that would deliver real value and real
benefit – as well as revenue.
Then it will be important to prioritise everything into short (3 to 6 months), medium (6 to 12 months)
and longer term (over 12 months) opportunities.
The key is to focus on not just where the opportunities lie, but also those opportunities that would
deliver ‘quick wins’ – so important in generating early recognition, early revenue return, and early
credibility – which helps pave the way for developing the medium to longer term opportunities.
Market Sectors
In conjunction with the above, it’s about dovetailing what is considered as a good business opportunity
with its designated market sector. Ideally, you want to establish a niche sector because if there are
already ‘players’ in this sector, then it will become much harder to get established, the cost will be
greater, the return will be less and the risk will be higher.
So, it is important that before you enter into any development, that you determine what the real level
of opportunity is here…
• Is there a need in the market for what you have identified? Why? What justification is there?
• Is there no (or little) competition at present? Again, why not? Is there something you’re
missing?
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If you enter, is it sustainable? How? And for how long?
What would you need to have?
What would you need to do?
What will it take?
How long will it take?
What resources will you need to do this?
How much will it cost?
Have you identified any potential customers? If not, then you need to!
What’s the potential forecast revenue return? When?
Is the risk acceptable – yes or no?

USP’s
Equally, the identification of USP’s, before you enter into any
development, will highlight the key differentiators that will set your
opportunity apart from the competition. These will be critical, not just
because it will help to establish some ‘quick wins’ but also to maintain
any competitive advantage moving forward.

To find out more, please just call or email us. If you have a particular requirement, we will always be
happy to provide you with an informal, no-cost, no-commitment consultation.
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